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About This Game
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Create and destroy on a scale you've never imagined with the ultimate space simulator.

Harness the power to create black holes, collide galaxies, and manipulate gravity with just a few clicks. Inspired by the software
astronomers use to unlock the mysteries of our universe, never before has astronomy been so interactive or so much fun.

Spawn a massive moon to tear apart Saturn’s rings or launch a rogue star to rip the planets from their orbits around our sun.
After unleashing catastrophic destruction, create your own solar system and share it with friends.

Key Features

Interactive, real-time, n-body gravity simulator

Change any property of any object at any time
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Real physics, real data, real units, real science

Compare the objects in any simulation with chart mode

Supports anaglyphic 3D glasses and 3D DLP televisions

Built in tutorials and step-by-step activities

Includes 70+ simulations both real and fantastical

Extensive editing and creation tools make it easy to build your own simulations
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Absolute dog of a game. It's like a cheap mobile game. The 'campaign' is the same battle over and over. The ships are really
boring, and even if one of them was unique, you can sink it again and again, or own 4. Combat drags on forever. Graphics
weren't very good for 2009, and haven't aged well.

Edit: While this game is still an absolute DO NOT BUY, I recommend checking out the developer's latest series which are all
titled 'Clad in Iron...' They are much improved in all respects, and the price is quite reasonable.. I liked the Core Concept of
changing gameplay based upon the local weather forcast based upon your computers IP Address. But aside from some basic
changes in color and mood of the game, there just want anything to do. You talk to the same handful of creatures and knock
over the same handful of objects and that's about it.

You can see my full preview/review on my Youtube Channel. had no problems whatsoever with the main game but with this dlc
the music constantly bugs out and cuts off awkwardly all the time. unbearable.

as for the content of the dlc, it doesn't really add much, I breezed through the small amount of content in 2 hours. you get 15
missions and they added 1 new unit (riot shield). The unit is not fun at all and thus the missions are pretty boring since you get a
lot of missions of grenade throwers and riot shield. I'd maybe recommend the DLC for diehard fans of the basegame if they get
it at a high discount. This content is nowhere near worth 10 dollars. Overall disappointing.. Fantastic cheap rail shooter. Great
bargain VR game and easy to pick up for people new to gaming and VR.. Nothing Quite Like The First In The Series!
6.1/10. It's real fun, and even though it's buggy, the devs are active, also in multiplayer, and I have faith it will be a great game!

It's not an in-depth manager, I hope they will improve on that in the future. Once you have done a few races and get a hang of
the controls it's a real blast! This is a multiplayer racing game where you can only blame yourself for getting bumped off the
track :). I loved the game on Vita. If you can, pick it up on that over this. This port is an embarrassment. It's is unbelievable how
bad the port is. Ohh and if you have a screen you play on that's 21:9, obviously it doesn't support. But you can't play without it
being in a window mode with a actual window. It stretches the image all the way from one end to the other. No AA so I swear
the game looks better on Vita as a result. PS3 as well. The Cel shading outlines are done so bad in this port. This games just a
mess on the technical side. I was so disappointed.

On the otherhand. The game itself is great. Though my fav in the trilogy is Totori, Rorona is a fantastic character and her game
is definitely a great starting point in the series if you haven't played. Yeah, the time system is here but honestly, the time in this
game is so non existent that you just need to rememeber the last few days if you haven't done yet to just do it. The missions are
all relatively easy. The game in general is pretty easy. It's very focused on the alchemy. It's fun and addictive. This and Totori
were games were once I got a few hours in I was obsessed until I completed them. I've wanted to replay so I have a great reason
to on PC. But after the time I spent trying to make it work decently. I was disappointed. I personally don't know how to do no
editting to fix my res from stretching and shouldn't have to. But I do plan on still playing these versions despite it as This and the
DUSK series are loved by me. I think the Mysterious was way to casual and easy despite me actually loving the time element
being removed. A lot of people argue about which game truly is the best Battle Royale. Some argue it is the orginal; Minecraft:
Hunger Games. Others argue such trash as Playerunknown's: Battlegrounds, even a few go as far as to declare Fork Knife the
victor. But as clearly evident by the superior graphics, gameplay, map, and gunplay, Totally Accurate Battlegrounds is by FAR
the greatest Battle Royale game ever concieved. With only 1.7 hours I can already tell that this video game is THE FUTURE of
humanity. I only hope and pray that others may be enlightened by the brilliance that is.... Totally Accurate Battlegrounds.

Edit: After a little over a week, the devs have shown great dedication to the game, frequently updating and adding features that
everyone in the community wants and agrees with. 10/10 best devs in history.
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One of the best games I've played in years.

The best part is that it isn't just a gimmick. A lot of games about abstract ideas are lacking beyond the initial point, often
devolving into some silly high concept plot, often pretentious.

But not HyperRogue! this game implements hyperbolic geometry in a way that's both intuitive and interesting! You don't need
to understand the equations behind it, the game explains itself. And the plot is as minimal as it should be, it's all about the
gameplay.

Not to mention, there's a ton of content.. waste of time. don't bother. clash of titan replica. Bought close to release, its still not
playable.
It should be released open source at this point so that the communty can fix and update it. Pay no attention to that metacritic score.
If you like shmups, you will enjoy this. I'm all but certain of it.. I don't undestand what is wrong in this game.First thing i paid for
this game 10zl(like 2.50 euro) and I really enjoy playing so far without any bugs but i saw some specific stuff in this game for
example you need to take part in text minigames that is pleasure for me but probably for some people it's really difficult if you are
this person AVOID THIS GAME AND BUY SOMETHING FROM TOTAL WAR.This game is focused on storyline it's like total
war series meet RPG game and this is awesome thing.Optimalization SUCK that's true i am playing on like 30-50 fps on ultra
settings,directX 11 on GTX 1060 6gb but it is difficult to feel this at all i feel like playing on 50 fps all the time.Battles is a bit like
rock paper scissors unit counter other unit etc but on maps there are control points that you should care to capture for example
protection or spells.

TL:DR
♥♥♥♥ed optimalization,RPG total war,nice story,don't buy if you don't love text minigames.. Arisa is bae, but I need more of her!
10/10 needs a sequel. Great fun arcade action. Clearly it's a revamped new-age paperboy clone. But that's ok as I feel it betters it in
every way possible. You will find 'constant' nods to all things from the 80's and early 90's here. From cameos of old cartoon and
movie characters. To old videogame characters turning up. It's a good laugh. :). This game is very fun and addicting, i've only
played for 16 minutes and I already am reviewing it! It offers a lot of challenge. If you're looking for a great cheap game, it's right
here!
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